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ACCESSORY 

With This Astonishing Leather Bracelet You Will Carry Essential 
Psychic Energy 
 
Anyone still scoffing over men’s jewellery at this point are uninformed… and missing out. A leather 
bracelet for men is the ideal accessory to add an alluring flair to your style. Usually, black leather 
bracelets for men create a dangerous allure of rock ’n’ roll. However these Wiccan bracelets 
signify something more primal. More protective. More powerful.  
 
Triple Moon Genuine Leather Mans Bracelets are the ideal accessory to ward off evil spirits. 
These sturdy bracelets harness you with psychic energy. This is through its powerful connection 
with the formidable Viking deity known as Triple Moon. At the same time, its otherworldly intensity 
imbues your look with a curious appeal. Others will wonder: ‘what does that bracelet mean’?  
 
However you know that it holds a personal force – for only you to understand and feel 
strengthened by. 
  

 
 
Who is this bracelet for? 
 
You’re an individual fascinated by the unknowable aspect of reality. You’re interested in the things 
that transcend our logical perception of nature.  
 
You don’t get too caught up in fads and trends – particularly in fashion. For you, material 
possessions are not a means to show off your wealth and opulence. Instead, accessories act as 
an enhancement of your individuality. 
 
You’re concerned with timeless symbols. Ones that express your spirituality and fascination with 
the mystical realms.  
 
That’s why you’re guaranteed to relish your Triple Moon Genuine Leather Mans Bracelet. 

 
How does this bracelet relate to spirituality? 
 
In a moment I’m going to reveal to you how you carry self-growth with this bracelet. But first – let 
me explain what the Triple Moon is exactly.  
 
The Triple Moon is a supreme goddess, worshipped by the Vikings. This deity is also a significant 
figure in Neopaganism. She is represented by a trinity of three figures. United in one entity, this 
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predates the Christian Trinity. These signify the growth of man and the phases of the moon. That’s 
why you see the Tree of Life engraved in the bracelet. They also reign over the heavens, earth 
and underworld.  
 
But as far as your use of the bracelet is concerned: this goddess of regeneration reflects a growth 
and evolution in development. Her trinity strengthens your versatile spirit: 
 
Waxing moon = The Maiden. Your entrance in a new life period – the beginning of change. Helps 

you remember your eternally youthful eagerness to learn. Keeps you in touch with your inner 
child. 
 

Full moon = The Mother. The fertility symbolises your productiveness – you’re continuously 
enhancing your skill-set. You’re able to enjoy the fruits of your labour during this prosperous 
period of transformation. You’re also able to help others, particularly those less fortunate. 
 

Waning moon = The Crone. A stage of reflection on your progress. Represents the wisdom and 
intelligence you’ve developed over the years. It’s also a humble reminder of the inevitability of 
endings.  

 
Wiccans strongly believed that everyone should maintain a connection to the Triple Moon. They 
considered it as essential for good health. 
 
The sturdiness of the men's leather bracelet stands strong against the effects of wear, tear and 
age. This resilient durability is just what we’d want for our own souls.  
 
We don’t need stages as extreme as life and death to experience change. As humans, we 
continuously develop and shed our old skins. We release past occurrences that no longer serve 
us. Our powers and progress continuously appear to be waxing, waning and maximised – like the 
lunar phases.  
 
You should particularly wear this leather bracelet for men when you’re in busy and hectic places. It 
is a symbol of the ever-evolving humanity within yourself – and all humans. 
 
With this energetic viking bracelet of rebirth, you won’t forget your past or ignore your future. But 
you’ll also avoid becoming overly pre-occupied with them. 
 

 
To achieve success within a stage of vital development, you must reflect on your own progress. By 
harnessing the power of an evolving goddess, you can remind yourself of your earthly and 
embryonic soul. 
 
That’s why you should carry the powerful Triple Moon spiritual deity with you at all times. This 
men’s leather bracelet will help you evoke the spirit of the Vikings for protection, safety and luck. 
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Ultimately, it honours the primal nature of humans. Yet it also commemorates our ability to evolve 
over time. 
 
I know what some of you may say. Perhaps it appears odd to engrave a goddess on a leather 
bracelet for men. 
 
…but it does indeed make sense.  
 
After all, the male gods often asserted an oppressive reign over nature, causing destruction. 
Whereas the Triple Moon represents a protective and encouraging assistance.  
 
And so it works seamlessly for you to carry this symbol of support on your body. The goddess will 
ward off evil spirits and cheer you on to do good. 
 

 
 
Why you’ll relish this bracelet: 
 
Comes in antique copper, silver or gold – pick your ideal colour. 
Alloyed image of the powerful Triple Moon, Tree of Life and Pentagram symbols – hard and 

resistant to corrosion. 
Cowhide fastening and strong metal buckles – keeps it stable yet comfortable on your arm.  
Genuine leather – keeps it sturdy AND stylish. Through rain or shine, this bracelet remains 

durable. 
Multiple strap holes – adjustable to a range of wrist sizes. 
Lightweight at only 35g – easily carry around. 
Quick to clasp, you simply fasten it like a watch. No fretting about with buckles every morning. 

You’ll soon be using it as a daily accessory. 
Exquisite, quality craftsmanship – this uniquely godly style reflects a mystical flair.  
Astonishing details – a casually cool appearance that captures people’s curiosity. Suited for any 

occasion (even a hike or a party!), goes well with t-shirt and jeans. With this bracelet on 
display, you’ll never look like you put too much or too little effort in.  

Carries psychic energy defending all against the evil eye. Ideal to keep for yourself or as a useful 
gift for loved ones you want to protect.  

 


